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COOPERATING REWRITE PROCESSES 
FOR NATURAL-LANGUAGE ANALYSIS 
MIGUEL FILGUEIRAS 
D General methods for understanding a natural language based on the 
intensive use of rewrite rules and on the existence of several cooperating 
processes are put forward. The choice of Horn-clause logic as the underly- 
ing formalism for semantic representations, together with the employment 
of unification as pattern-matching procedure and depth-first search with 
backtracking were derived from logic-programming ideas, in particular 
from the use of PROLOG. Several examples are presented to illustrate how 
these methods work. a 
PROLOGUE 
The methodology for understanding natural language (NL) expounded in the sequel 
is primarily based on the intensive use of rewrite rules and on the existence of 
several cooperating processes. The choice of Horn-clause logic as the underlying 
formalism for semantic representations, together with the employment of unification 
as pattern-matching procedure and depth-first search with backtracking, were 
derived from logic-programming ideas, in particular from the use of PROLOG. 
The overall structure for a natural-language understanding system (NLUS) using 
this methodology is conventional in its division into lexical analyser, syntactic 
analyser, and semantic analyser, though they may (and preferably will) be executed 
concurrently or in an interleaved fashion to improve the NLUS efficiency. Apart 
from input-output conventions, these analysers are largely independent of the 
methods employed-for instance, the methods for semantic analysis here presented 
(the same as [16]) will work well either when the syntactic analyser is a logic 
grammer (say, a definite-clause grammar as in [17]) or when it works according to 
the methods for syntactic analysis below (as in [3,5,6]). Therefore the methods for 
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each of the lexical, syntactic, and semantic analysers will be presented separately, 
whenever possible through examples (in Edinburgh PROLOG syntax); a more 
formal description can be found in [5]. 
OVERVIEW 
The roles intended for each analyser will be now discussed, as well as their 
input-output relations. 
A NLUS is viewed as a sort of compiler whose source language is a NL and 
whose target language is a semantic representation language. This is equivalent o 
saying that from sentences in a given NL the NLUS should be able to extract the 
corresponding meanings-so, unlike some NL processing systems, syntactic analysis 
is not an end in itself but only an intermediate step in the global process. 
According to the type of application the NLUS is used for, the target language 
can vary from, for instance, PROLOG (in a query system) to another NL (in an 
automatic translation system). In any case, an intermediate semantic representation 
can be sought that is independent of the particular type of NLUS application. 
Now, a fundamental idea for this methodology is that for understanding a NL 
sentence it is crucial to establish the (classical) syntactic functions (“subject of”, 
“object of ‘, “complement of”, etc.) that relate the constituents in the sentence. 
Whenever such a relation is established, a new and richer representation of the 
meaning of the sentence can be evolved. 
Therefore, the role of the syntactic analyser is to determine a functional structure 
corresponding to a NL sentence, while the role of the semantic analyser is to build 
(in two passes, the first leading to the intermediate semantic representation of the 
sentence) an expression in the target language from a functional structure. The 
lexical analyser, as usual, will syntactically categorize the words appearing in the 
sentence. 
If these three analysers are executed in sequence, the diagram of Figure 1 shows 
their input-output relations. 
LEXICAL ANALYSIS 
There is little to say about the lexical analyser, though one important point should 
be made about the kind of semantic information -present in the lexical representa- 
tions of words. 
NL sentence (sequence of words) 
1 











FIGURE 1. Overall structure for the NLUS. 
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The only semantic information that must be present in lexical representations of 
words (and therefore at dictionary level) is single concepts, either typed (as denoted 
by country : Portugal) or untyped (as in of, write, large). These single concepts will be 
used by the semantic analyser to build an intermediate semantic representation in a 
way that depends on how the constituents containing the words are functionally 
related. This is distinct from what happens in most NLUSs, in which words 
correspond directly to (fragments of) expressions in the target language (for in- 
stance, some would represent of by the relation capital of&Y), which expresses, in 
the target language, one of the readings of this preposition). 
The lexical analyser uses a dictionary for words, and when the dictionary 
contains only root forms, inflectional analysis is in order (for NLs of Latin origin 
sharp cuts in the dictionary length can be achieved this way [14]). Different entries 
for the same word are recovered by backtracking or coroutining between lexical and 
syntactic analysis. 
SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS 
The types of information the syntactic analyser works on are lexical representations, 
phrase elements (the notion of which is similar to but not coincident with the 
linguistic notion of phrase constituents), and functional structures. A token list 
containing lexical representations and/or phrase elements is used to represent he 
words in word groups in the sentence (or part of it). 
The syntactic analyser is essentially a recursive bottom-up left-to-right parsing 
mechanism whose basic actions are: 
l the recognition of phrase structures, 
l the production of phrase elements, 
l the integration of phrase elements into functional structures. 
To perform these actions three rewrite processes are put to work. The first one 
applies to the token list (initially the sequence of the lexical representations of the 
words in the sentence) rules of the form 
Ll ->- L2 
read as: the token list Ll is rewritten into the token list L2. This way the initial 
token list will be simplified whenever certain phrase structures allowing only one 
interpretation are detected (for instance, the sequence “determiner, noun” is rewrit- 
ten into a representation of the noun containing the determiner). 
The second process works by applying rewrite rules of the form 
Ll--s-L2-E 
read as: the token list Ll is rewritten into the token list L2, producing the phrase 
element E (possibly void). 
The third process uses rules of the form 
E + Sl ---> S2 
meaning: adding phrase element E to the functional structure Sl results in the 
functional structure S2. Note the different kinds of information dealt with by each 
process. 
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The first process, being deterministic in nature, should be executed before the 
other two. These should be executed in an interleaved fashion or concurrently. The 
reason for this is that if the third process fails to add a certain phrase element o a 
functional structure, then the production of the phrase element is incompatible with 
the current context (as represented by the functional structure) and alternatives to 
that production must be sought. Therefore a global rewrite process expressed by 
LO+SO-B+ Ln+Sn 
(meaning: from the token list LO and the functional structure SO obtain the token 
list Ln and the functional structure Sn) is defined by the two PROLOG clauses 
LO+SO-B+ Ln+Sn:- 
LO -->- Ll - E. 
E + SO ---> Sl. 
Ll + Sl -,+ Ln + Sn. 
L + s -,+ L + s. 
(the last one used for termination). ’ 
In PROLOG the three types of rewrite rules referred to above are expressed by 
the clause heads for the predicates “ -F “, “ - -F “, “ ---) “. The corresponding clause 
bodies can impose conditions on the use of those rules (a technique first put forth in 
[9]), manipulate the information passed as arguments, and even (in the case of 
“ - -)- “) engage in a recursive call of the global rewrite process. 
The two clauses above define an interpreter for the interleaving of the calls to the 
second and third processes in the vein of [9,11,15]. In the first clause, if the phrase 
element E cannot be added to the functional structure SO, the second goal will fail, 
causing backtracking to the first goal; if no alternative rule can be applied to LO, the 
second clause is used. This means in general that when the global rewrite process is 
applied to a token list IA and a functional structure SO 
LO+SO-,+ Ln+Sn 
the results are the token list Ln to which no rule could be applied successfully and 
the structure Sn that corresponds to the part of LO that was successfully analysed 
(i.e., the difference between LO and Ln). If LO is completely parsed, Ln is the null 
list and Sn is a functional structure corresponding to LO. 
The following is a summary of other features of the syntactic analyser (see also 
the examples below): 
l from the global rewrite process other more restricted processes can be built to 
cope with the parsing of specific phrase types that are expected to occur in 
certain positions (e.g., a noun phrase should appear after “whose”); 
l Chomsky’s ideas on traces are not used; the parsing stops whenever a phrase 
element cannot be inserted in the functional structure; 
l extraposition is treated by providing a buffer of unused phrase elements in the 
functional structure; the use of recursion to analyse embedded sentences 
implies the rejection of ill-formed sentences resulting from the violation of 
constraints on extraposition (such as Ross’s complex-NP constraint); 
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l linking two phrase elements by a syntactic function is subject to a semantic 
test, so that semantically wrong analyses are discarded on the spot (if the 
syntactic and semantic analysers run concurrently, the semantic test is pro- 
vided by the success or failure of the semantic analyser in building the 
intermediate semantic representation corresponding to the two phrase ele- 
ments linked by the syntactic function); 
l when a sentence is successfully parsed to the end, some forms of intersenten- 
tial anaphora can be detected and solved for which functional structures of 
the current and previous sentences are of importance; 
l the methods described were first used for Portuguese, but research on their 
use for English showed that the number of additions and changes to the rules 
for Portuguese were small (essentially those concerning genitive markers, as in 
“John’s hat”, dangling prepositions, as in “the method I spoke of’, and 
reduced relatives, as in “the book I wrote”, that do not exist in Portuguese). 
The PROLOG clauses defining a small complete syntactic analyser will be now 
presented, followed by the analyses of two sample sentences. This analyser accepts 
only very simple sentences with relative clauses, and it only covers the basic 
methods above. The functor fs will denote functional structures, and the operator 
“ + ” will be used inside functional structures with the meaning of sequence: 
/* Top level */ 
synt(L,S) :-L-,*LO, 
LO+fs([])-,+ [] +Sn, 
compact(Sn, S). 
/* First Process */ 
11 -a * [ 1. 
Ll -,*Ln :-Ll-,-L2,!,L2-,*Ln. 
[Xj Ll] -) * [Xj Ln] :- Ll -) * Ln. 
W(Q), W,I 1,I I$1 -)- MNQ,I DIU. 
/* Global rewrite process */ 
L4J + SO-,+ Ln + Sn :- LO--FLl - E, 
E + SO ---> Sl, 
Ll + Sl-,+ Ln + Sn. 
P-l+ P. 
/* Base rules for second process */ 
MNQ,W, M-VW4 
--,-[n(N,Q,[that(X)ICsj)l Ln] - (X = Sr) :- 
new-id(X), /* this creates a new atom */ 
Ll + fs(that(n(N,Q,Cs)),true) -a+ Ln + Sn, 
compact(Sn,Sr). 
[n(N,Q,Cs)lL] --)- L - n(N,Q,Cs). 
Iv(v)lu --B-L - v(v). 
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/* Base rules for third process */ 
E + fs([ 1) ---> Fs :- !,fstruct(E,Fs). 
(X-G) + fs(S,R)---, fs(S,Sr&R) :- !. 
E + fs(true,R) ---a fs(E, R) ? :- . . 
n(N,Q,Cs) + fs(Sl,R) ---) fs(S2,R) :- addn(Sl,n(N,Q,Cs),S2). 
v(v) + fs(Sl,R) ---) fs(S2,R) :- addv(Sl,v(V),S2). 
addn(v(V), N, v(V) + N). 
addn(n(Nn,Q,Cs),N, n(Nn,Q,Cs) + N). 
addn(that(Nt), N, that(Nt) + N). 
addn(n(Nn,Q,Cs) + v(V), N, n(Nn,Q,Cs) + v(V) + N). 
addn(that(Nt) + v(V), N, Nt + v(V) + N). 
addv(n(N,Q,Cs),V, n(N,Q,Cs) + V). 
addv(that(N), V, that(N) + V). 
addv(n(Nl,Ql,Cl) + n(N2,Q2,C2), V, Vv) :- 
subj(v(V), n(N2,Q2,C2), Vi). 
obj(Vi, n(Nl,Ql,Cl), Vv). 
addv(that(Nt) + n(Nn,Q,Cs), V, Vv) : - 
subj(V, n(Nn,Q,Cs),Vi), obj(W, Nt, Vv). 
/* Building a functional structure from a phase element */ 
fstruct(true,fs(( 1)) :- !. 
fstruct(X-Sr, fs(true,X-Sr)) :- !. 
fstruct(E, fs(E,true)). 
/* Compacting functional structures */ 
compact(fs(true,_),_) :- !, fail. 
compact(fs(A + B,R),fs(S,R)) :- !,flink(A + B,S). 
compact(F, F). 
flink(v(V) + n(Nn,Q,Cs), Vv) :- arg(n(Nn,Q,Cs), v(V), Vv). 
flink(n(Nl,Ql,Cl) + v(V) + n(N2,Q2,C2), Vv) :- 
subj(vW, nW1,Q1,C1hW, 
obj(Vi, n(N2,Q2,C2), Vv). 
flink(n(Nn,Q,Cs) + v(V), Vv) :- arg(n(Nn,Q,Cs), v(v), Vv). 
flink(that(N) + v(v), Vv) :- arg(N, v(V), Vv). 
/* Verb arguments */ 
arg(N, V, Vv) :- subj(v, N, Vv). 
arg(N, V, Vv) : - obj(V, N, Vv). 
subj(v(V *Args), N, v(V *[subject : NJ Argsj)) :- 
not member(subject:_, Args). 
/* a semantic test is in order in this clause! */ 
obj(v(V *Args), N, v(V *[object: Nj Args])) : - 
transitive(V), 
not member(object : _, Args). 
/* a semantic test is in order in thiSclause! */ 
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The next two examples show this analyser at work. The sentences in all the 
examples were taken from [13] to simplify a comparison between the way a logic 
grammar (in this case an extraposition grammar) and the methods here described 
work. Unimportant details-such as types in lexical representations-are not 
shown. 
Example I: Relative dame (small analyser). 
Sentence: “The mouse that the cat chased squeaks.” 
Initial token list: 
IdWhe), n(mouse),l ],I I), reMthat), Wthe), n(cat,l ],I I), 
v(chase*[ ]),v(squeak*[ ])I 
Token list after first process: 
[n(mouse,the,( J), relp(that), n(cat,the,[ I), v(chase* [ ]), v(squeak* [ ])] 
The global rewrite process is now invoked, leading to the following sequence of 
goals: 
[n(mouse,the,[ ]), relp(that), n(cat,the,( ]), 
v(chase* [ ]), v(squeak* [ ])] + fs([ ]) -l+ Ln + Sn 
[n(mouse,the,[ ]), relp(that), n(cat,the,[ ]), v(chase* [ ]), v(squeak* [ ])] 
-->- Ll - El 
The sequence “noun, relative pronoun” triggers a relative-clause rule performing 
a recursive call of the global rewrite process on the remaining list (note the initial 
functional structure passed to this call): 
[n(cat,the,[ ]),v(chase*[ ]),v(squeak*[ ])I 
+ fs(that(n(mouse,the,[ I)), true) -,+ Lrn + Sm 
[n(cat,the,[ ]), v(chase*[ I), v(squeak* [ ])I 
--~[v(chase*[]),v(squeak*I])] - n(cat,the,[]) 
n(cat,the,[ ]) + fs(that(n(mouse,the,I I)), true) 
---) fs(that(n(mouse,the,] 1)) + n(cat,the,l I), true) 
Iv(chase* I I), %w~*I IN 
--P [v(squeak*[])] - v(chase*[ ]) 
v(chase*[ 1) + fs(that(n(mouse,the,[ I)) + n(cat,the,[ I), true) 
---B fs(v(chase* [subject: n(cat,the,[ ]), 
object: n(mouse,the,[ 1) ]), true) 
[v(squeak*( ])] --)- 11 - v(squeak*[ 1) 
v(squeak*[ 1) + fs(v(chase*_), true) ---s _ 
which fails: there cannot be two main verbs in a sentence; as there are no alternative 
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rules to be applied to (v(squeak*[ ])I the recursive call to the global rewrite process 
ends with 
Lm = [v(squeak*[ ])] 
Sm = fs(v(chase* [subject: n(cat,the,[ I), 
object: n(mouse,the,[ I)]), true) 
The rule triggered for the relative clause unifies Ll and El above as follows: 
Ll = [n(mouse,the,[that(x)]), v(squeak* [ ])] 
El=(x=Sm) 
where “x” is a meta-variable xpressed as an atom-the use of PROLOG variables 
would lead to infinite terms [ll]. The analysis proceeds’with the goals 
(x = fs(v(chase* ))) + fs([ 1) 
---) fs(true, x g fs(v(chase*_))) 
[n(mouse,the,[that(x)]), v(squeak* [ ])] 
--)- [v(squeak*[ ])] - n(mouse,the,[that(x)]) 
n(mouse,the,[that(x)]) + fs(true,x = _) 
---) fs(n(mouse,the,(that(x)]), x = _) 
[v(squeak*[ ])] --l- [ ] - v(squeak*[ ]) 
v(squeak) + fs(n(mouse,the,[that(x)]), x = ) 
---, fs(n(mouse,the,[that(x)]) + v(squeak*[ ]), 
x = fs(v(chase* [subject: n(cat,the,[ I), 
object: n(mouse,the,[ I)]), true)) 
II--,-_ 
and fails, terminating the analysis. The variables Ln and Sn (in the call of the global 
rewrite process) are unified with, respectively, the null list and the last functional 
structure above. Compacting this functional structure (which contains a sequence of 
phrase element) gives 
fs(v(squeak* [subject : n(mouse,the,[that(x)])]), 
x = fs(v(chase* [subject: n(cat,the,[ ]), 
object: n(mouse,the,[ I)]), true)) 
Example 2: Violation of Ross’s complex-NP constraint (small analyser). 
Ungrammatical sentence: “The mouse that the cat that chased likes fish squeaks.” 
Token list after first process: 
(n(mouse,the,[ ]), relp(that), n(cat,the,[ I), relp(that), 
v(chase*[ lhvOike*I ),n(fish,I 14 l),v(sw~*I III 
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The global rewrite process is called, leading to the goals 
[n(mouse,the,[ ]), relp(that), n(cafthe,[ I), relp(that), 
v(chase*[ ]),v(fike*l I),n(fish,[ I,[ l),v(we~*l III + MI I) 
-,+ Ln + Sn 
[n(mouse,the,[ I), relp(that), n(cat,the,[ I), relp(that), 
v(chase* I I), vWe* I I), n@sh,l IA 11, +-weak* I III 
-->- Ll - El 
The relative clause rule is triggered as in last example, producing a recursive call 
of the global rewrite process: 
[n(cat,the,[ I), relp(that), v(chase* [ ]), v(like* [ I), 
n(fishl I,[ I), v@que~* I I)1 + fs(that(n(mmse,the,[ I)), true) 
-,+ Lrl + Srl 
[n(cat,the,[ I), relp(that), v(chase* [ ]), v(like* [ ]), 
n@W, [ ITI ), v(weak* IIII 
-->- L2 - E2 
Another invocation of the same rule and another recursive call of the global 
rewrite process lead to the goals 
[v(chase* [ I), v(like*[ I), n(fiW I,[ I), v(squeak*I I) + 
fs(that(n(cat,the,[ I)), true) 
-,+ Lr2 + Sr2 
IvW=*[ I), VW=* I I), n(fiW I,1 I), v(we~* I IN 
--P [v(like*[ I), n(fish,[ ],[ ]),v(squeak*[ ])] - v(chase*[ ]) 
v(chase*[ 1) + fs(that(n(cat,the,[ I)), true) 
---a fs(that(n(cafthe,[ 1)) + v(chase*[ ]), true) 
bWe*I I), n@h,I I,1 lhv@w~*I III 
-+b@bI I,[ I), v(swe~*I III - vWe* I I) 
v(like* [ ]) + fs(that(n(cafthe,[ 1)) + v(chase* [ I), true) ---’ _ 
which fails (there cannot be two main verbs in a sentence). This leads to the global 
failure of the analysis, as the functional structure arrived at is ill formed unless 
either “chase” is taken as intransitive or the sentence is elliptical. If this were the 
case, the inner recursive call of the global rewrite process would end with 
Lr2 = IvWe*[ I), NW I,[ I), v(wue~* I I)1 
Sr2 = fs(v(chase* [subject: n(cat,the,[ I)]), true) 
The second invocation of the relative clause rule then gives 
12 = In(ca~the,[that(x)l),v0ike*I I), n(fish,I I,1 lhv(wue~*I III 
E2 = (x = Sr2) 
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and the analysis proceeds with 
(x = fs(v(chase*_))) + fs(that(n(mouse,the,[ I)), true) 
---) fs(that(n(mouse,the,[ I)), x = fs(v(chase*_), true)) 
In(cat,the,Ithattx)l), dike*1 I), n(fiW I,1 Ihvtweak* I111 
-- )- (v(like* [ I), n(fish,[ ],[ ]), v(squeak* [ ])] - n(cat,the,[that(x)]) 
n(cat,the,[that(x)) + fs(that(n(mouse,the,[ I)), x = _) 
---, fs(that(n(mouse,the,[ I)) + n(cat,the,[that(x)]), x = _) 
[vWe*[ I), MWI I,[ I), Wwak*l IN 
--)- [n(fish,[ ],[ ]),v(squeak*[ I)] - v@ke*I I) 
v(like* [ 1) + fs(that(n(mouse,the,[ 1)) + n(cat,the,[that(x)]), x = _) 
---) fs(v(like*[subject: n(cat,the,(that(x)]). 
object : n(mouse,the,[ I)]). 
x= _) 
Mfish,I ],I l),v(squeak*i IN --‘- Iv(squeak*l III - WW 1,I ) 
n(fish,[ ],[ 1) + fs(v(like* [subject: n(cat,the,[that(x)]), 
object : n(mouse,the,[ I)]), x = _) 
---a fs(v(like*_) + n(fish,[ ],[ ]), x = _) 
[v(squeak*[])] --‘- [I - v(squeak*I I) 
v&peak* [ 1) + fs(v(like*_) + n(fish,[ I,[ I), x = _) ---’ _ 
and fails, ending the first recursive call of the global rewrite process. However, the 
resulting functional structure 
Srl = fs(v(like*[subject: n(cat,the,[that(x)]), 
object : n(mouse,the,[ ])]) 
+ n(fish,[ IA I), 
x= _) 
is rejected by the predicate compact because “fish” cannot be an argument of 
“likes”. A second solution (after backtracking) for the first recursive call of the 
global rewrite process is 
Lrl = In(fW I,[ I), v(sque~* I III 
Srl = fs(v(like* [subject: n(cat,the,[that(x)]), 
object : n(mouse,the,[ I)]), 
x = fs(v(chase* [subject: n(cat,the,[ I)]), true)) 
From the first invocation of the relative clause rule, we have 
Ll= In(mouse,the,Ithat(y)l),n(fish,I I,[ I), v(squeak* I I)1 
El = (y-Srl) 
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proceeding with 
(y = fs(v(like*_), x = _)) + fs([ 1) ---) fs(true, Y = _) 
[n(mouse,the,[that(y)l), n(hsh,l I,[ I), v(squeak*l ])I 
--s- [n(fish,[ ],[ l),v(squeak*[ I)] - n(mouse,the,Ithat(y)l) 
n(mouse,the,[that(y)]) + fs(tme, y = _) 
---) fs(n(mouse,the,[that(y)[), y = _) 
[n(fish,[ I,[ ]),v(sqaeak*I III --)- Ivtsqueak*[ III - WW 1,I ) 
n(fish,[ I,[ 1) + fs(n(mouse,the,[that(y)l), Y = _) 
---) fs(n(mouse,the,[that(y)]) + n(fish,[ I,[ I), Y = _I 
[v(squeak*[])] --)- [ ] - v(squeak*[ 1) 
v(squeak*[ 1) + fs(n(mouse,the,[that(y)]) + n(fish,[ ],[ I), y = _) ---) _ 
This fails, as “squeak” is intransitive, causing failure of the analysis. The only way 
the analysis would succeed is by taking “fish” as a verb, “squeaks” as a (plural) 
noun, and “chased” as intransitive, in which case the analyser would find (as the 
interested reader may check himself) the functional structure 
fs( v(fish* [subject: n(mouse,the,[that(y)]), 
object: nbwal4I 1,I )]), 
y = fs(v(like* [subject : n(cat,the,[that(x)[), 
object: n(mouse,the,[ I)]), 
x = fs(v(chase* [subject : n(cat,the,[ I)]), true))) 
The following two examples illustrate the parsing of some English constructions 
for which a more complex analyser than the one presented above must be used. In 
the first example, a restriction of the global rewrite process is used to parse noun 
phrases. The second shows how the first process can deal with genitive markers. In 
these examples a more simplified notation is used for the sake of clarity. 
Example 3: Prepositional phrase question. 
Sentence: “In what country does the Danube rise?” 
Token list after first process (determiners dropped): 
[prep(in), intp(what), n(country), v(do), n(danube), v(rise)] 
Sequence of goals after the call to the global rewrite process: 
[prep(in), intp(what), n(country), v(do), n(danube), v(rise)[ + fs([ 1) 
-P+ Ln+Sn 
[prep(in), intp(what), n(country), v(do), n(danube), v(rise)[ 
-- b- [ ] - int(wh : Np,Sm) 
An appropriate rule (triggered by the sequence “preposition, interrogative pro- 
noun”) tries to analyse a noun phrase in the rest of the sentence and then calls the 
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global rewrite process to analyse what remains (to the end of the sentence). To parse 
a noun phrase, a specialization of the global rewrite process (the NP-process) is used 
which checks in every step that the phrase elements produced are compatible with a 
noun phrase (roughly speaking, the parse stops when a verb or another noun phrase 
is found). The NP-process is denoted by 
LO+SO =,+Ln-Np+Sn 
meaning: from the token list LO and the functional structure SO obtain the token list 
Ln, producing the phrase element Np (a noun phrase) and the functional structure 
Sn (which contains Np and, possibly, information concerning relatives). A definition 
of this NP-process compatible with the analyser listed above is 
LO+SO =,+Ln-Np+Sn:- 
noverb( 
LO--, - Ll - E, 
E + SO---, Sl, 
Ll+Sl =>+Ln-Np+Sn. 
L+S =,+L-Np+Sn :- 
compact(S, Sn), 
nounphrase(Sn, Np). 
where noverb fails when a verb is the head of its argument, and nounphrase checks 
that the main part of Sn is a noun phrase Np. 
In the present example the goal 
[n(country), v(do), n(danube), v(rise)] + fs([ 1) 
=,+Lnp-Np+Snp 
would lead to 
[n(country), v(do), n(danube), v(rise)] 
-- l- [v(do), n(danube), v(rise)] - n(country) 
n(country) + fs([ 1) --9 fs(n(country)) 
-the NP-process ending (a verb is in the head of the token list) with 
Lnp = [v(do), n(danube), v(rise)] 
Np = n(country) 
Snp = fs(Np) 
The rest of the sentence is now analysed by calling the global rewrite process 
recursively: 
[v(do), n(danube),v(rise)] + fs(tme, [in%ountry]) -,+ [ ] + Sm 
( “#” separates a preposition from the corresponding noun phrase in the representa- 
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tion of a prepositional phrase). Note, on the call, the initial functional structure 
where the second argument is the extraposition buffer for unused phrase elements 
and that contains “in country”, and the final token list that must be null: 
[v(do), n(danube), v(rise)] --)- (n(danube), v(rise)] - v(do) 
v(do) + fs(true, [in%ountry]) ---) fs(v(do), [in#country]) 
[n(danube), v(rise)] --P [v(rise)] - n(danube) 
n(danube) + fs(v(do), [in%ountry]) 
---) fs(v(do) + n(danube), [in%ountry]) 
[v(rise)] --)- [ ] - v(rise) 
v(rise) + fs(v(do + n(danube), [in%ountq]) 
---B fs(v(rise, subject : danube, in#country)) 
II--,-_ 
This fails, terminating the recursive call to the global rewrite process: the remaining 
list is null (as required), and the resulting functional structure is 
Sm = fs(v(rise, subject : danube, in%ountry)) 
The first call of the global rewrite process proceeds with 
int(wh : country, fs(v(rise, subject : danube, in*country)) + fs([ ]) 
---a int(wh : country, fs(v(rise, subject : danube, in*country)) 
II --‘- _ 
This fails, ending the analysis with 
Ln= [] 
Sn = int(wh : country, 
fs(v(rise, subject : danube, in*countq))) 
Example 4: Genitive markers. 
Sentence: “John’s father’s hat” 
Initial token list: 
[n(john), genm, n(father), genm, n(hat)] 
Genitive markers are dealt with by the first rewrite process. In this example, the 
sequence “noun, genitive marker” leads to the goals 
[n(john), genm, n(father), genm, n(hat)] 
-l- [nposs(johnjohn), n(father), genm, n(hat)] 
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where nposs means a possessive noun phrase (first argument) with a possessor 
(second argument); the sequence “nposs, noun, genitive marker” forces another 
rewrite step 
[nposs(john, john), n(father), genm, n(hat)] 
-B- (nposs(n(father,of “john), john), n(hat)] 
Token list after first process: 
[nposs(n(father,of #john), john), @at)] 
Global rewrite process: 
[nposs(n(father,of #john), john), n(hat)] + fs(] 1) -,+ Ln + Sn 
[nposs(n(father,of *john), john), n(hat)] --‘- Ll - El 
The occurrence of nposs triggers a rule that invokes the NP-process: 
[n(hat)] + fs([ ]) = ,+ Lr - Er + Sr 
which succeeds trivially with 
Lr= [] 
Er = @at) 
Sr = fs(Er) 
The nposs rule then sets 
Ll= [] 
El = n(hat,of %(father,of #john)) 
(note that the second argument of nposs is needed when analysing sentences uch as 
“Which country’s capital is London?“). The analysis proceeds with 
II---_ 
which fails, ending the global rewrite process with 
Ln= [] 
Sn = fs(n(hat,of *n(father,of *john))) 
SEMANTIC ANALYSIS 
The methods for semantic analysis that follow are those described in [16]. As 
mentioned in the Overview above, the semantic analyser builds a representation in 
the target language for a sentence in two passes-the first one being the translation 
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of a functional structure into an intermediate semantic representation (ISR), and the 
second the translation of the ISR into the target language. 
An important characteristic imposed on an ISR for a given sentence is that it 
must be unambiguous. That is achieved by leaving to the first pass all commitments 
to particular interpretations in ambiguous situations (for instance, scope of quan- 
tifiers); this makes the second pass deterministic and simple. 
The possible forms of ISRs are: 
l Simple entities denoting typed individuals, subdivided into concrete ntities, 
such as 
country : portugal 
or abstract entities, e.g. 
country : c 
(more than one hierarchy of types may be used; in each simple entity only the 
innermost type needs to be present if calls to a is a predicate are used instead 
of the direct unification method suggested by Dahl [2]). 
l Restricted entities obtained by attaching a predication to an abstract entity; 
for “a country that borders Portugal” one would have 
country : C ! borders( C,portugal) 
( “!” is to be read as “such that”). 
l Quanti’ed entities obtained by imposing a quantification on simple or re- 
stricted entities; “two countries that border Spain” would be represented as 
n(2) - country : C ! borders( C,spain) 
(“!” binds more tightly than “ - “; “ n( _ )” obviously denotes numeric quantifi- 
cation). 
l Predications take one of three forms: (a fragment of) an expression in the 
target language, like 
borders(C,spain) 
in the last example; a quanti$er-dependent predication, like 
for(QE, P) 
where QE is a quantified entity and P a predication, as in 
for(al1 - human: H, mortal(H)) 
used to represent “all humans are mortal”; and a conjunction of predications 
(the infix operator “8~” will be used below to denote conjunction). 
To build an ISR from a functional structure-namely from the functional links 
and the semantic information inherited from the lexical representations-a bottom- 
up rewrite process is used. Each rewrite step consists in applying a semantic rule 
that builds a new ISR from the previous ISR and from either another ISR 
(corresponding to a complex phrase element) or semantic information from the 
lexical representations. 
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Semantic rules are grouped by syntactic functions and are implemented in 
PROLOG as ternary predicates, like 
snc(In, Ic, Inc) 
(,‘snc” stands for semantics of noun and complement), read as: the ISR Inc is built 
from the ISR In for the noun and from information Ic about the complement. For 
instance, 
snc(country : C, of #(continent : Ct), country : C ! cont(Ct) &in(C, Ct)) 
snc(capita1: C, of #(country : Co), capital C ! capital_of(C, Co)) 
Quantification problems are solved by general semantic rules that refer explicitly 
neither to types nor to expressions in the target language (see last example below). 
Default interpretations concerning quantifier scoping are derived by those rules, 
from the syntactic function linking the arguments and the quantifiers occurring in 
them. Particular rules preceding the general ones may be used to deal with 
particular cases. 
Interpretations depending on context (such as those concerning prepositions-see 
snc rules above) are also made during the ISR construction, and in this way there is 
no need for nondeterministic hoices of meaning. Another important point is that it 
is always possible to modify previous interpretations when more information is 
brought forward, since in each step a completely new ISR is built-this is accom- 
plished in a completely distinct manner from slot-filling-based methods [l, 7,8,13]. 
The translation of an ISR to an expression in the target language is deterministic. 
This follows from requiring that the ISR must be unambiguous. In the case of a 
query system with PROLOG as target language (extended by some suitable 
metapredicates-such as “all” [12]-to deal with quantification) this task is quite 
simple, as the examples below show. 
Two examples of semantic analyses using the expounded method will now be 
presented. Denotations of functional structures will be as those of the section on 
syntactic analysis (but now with the correct semantic information gleaned from the 
lexical representations). The target language is PROLOG with some metapredicates 
(which will be defined whenever they are used for the first time). 
Example 1: “In what country does the Danube rise?” 
Functional structure (cf. third example of syntactic analysis): 
int(wh: (country : C), 
fs(v(rise, subject: (river: danuhe), in*(country : C)))) 
Semantic analysis, first pass: This “int” (interrogative) construct is translated 
into an ISR of the form 
country:c!P 
where P is the translation of the embedded functional structure 
fs(v(rise, subject : (river : danube), in#(country : C))) 
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The following rules are applied: 
svc(rise, in#(country : C), rise-in(C)). 
(“WC” stands for semantics of verb and complement), 
ssv(river : R, rise-in(C), rises_in(R, C)). 
(“SSV” stands for semantics of subject and verb), leading to 
rises_in(danube,C) 
resulting from the first pass 
country : C ! rises_in(danube,C) 
Note that it would be possible (by appropriate changes in the semantic rules 
presented) to arrive at 
country : C ! country(C) &rises_in(danube,C) 
or even at 
country : C ! country(C) &river(danube) &rises_in(danube,C) 
as some would prefer. 
Semantic analysis, second pass: An abstract entity is thought of as standing for a 
set of entities; in this case the PROLOG expression would be derived im- 
mediately as 
all(C, rises_in(danube,C), Answer) 
(“all(X,P,S)” is a metapredicate that computes the list S of all elements X such 
that P succeeds [12]). 
Example 2: “Every man that owns a car washes it.” 
Functional structure: 
fs(v(wash, subject: n(man: M,every,that(x)), 
object : n(car : C,a)), 
x = fs(v(own, subject: n(man : M,every,that(x)), 
object : n(car : C,a)))) 
Note that the pronoun is replaced by an exact copy of the noun phrase it refers 
to, so that both the pronoun and the noun phrase will be represented by the same 
entity (two different noun phrases would introduce two different entities). 
Semantic analysis, first pass: 
svo(wash, car: C, wash-car(C)). 
(“svo” stands for semantics of verb and object). Before applying rules for the 
semantics of subject and verb, a suitable ISR must be found for the subject, since in 
this case it takes the form of a complex phrase element. The ISR for it will have the 
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form 
all-man:M!P 
where P is the predication corresponding to the relative clause, built in the following 
way: 
svo(own, car:C, own-car(C)). 
ssv(man : M, own-car(C), owns_car(M, C)). 
(in the relative clause the relativized noun is used as a simple entity). The ISR for 
the subject of “wash” is then 
all - man : M ! owns_car(M, C) 
and the linking of “wash” to its subject is now done in two steps. The first one is the 
invocation of the general rule 
ssv(Q - E!P,V,for(Q - E!P,VS)) :- ssv(E,V,VS). 
stating that the subject quantification dominates over the predication obtained when 
linking the nonquantified subject to the verb: 
ssv(all-man : M ! owns_car(M, C), 
wash-car(C), 
for(all-man : M ! owns_car(M, C), VS)) 
where VS is built from 
ssv(man : M, wash-car(C), washes_car(M, C)). 
so that the result is 
for(all-man: M ! owns_car(M, C), washes_car(M, C)) 
Once more, it would be easy to modify the semantic rules used to obtain instead the 
ISR 
for(all-man : M ! man(M) &car(C) &owns(M, C), 
man(M) &car(C) &washes(M, C)) 
Semantic analysis, second pass: ISRs of the form 
for(all-E ! P, Q) 
where P and Q are predicates (or conjunctions of predicates) are directly translated 
into 
P=,Q 
where “ = s” (meaning implication) is implemented as 
P = s Q :- not((P,not(Q))). 
The final PROLOG expression for the sentence would be 
owns_car(M, C) = Bwashes_car(M, C) 
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Another possible translation-if one chooses not to use implication and give instead 
a more informative answer-would be 
all(not-M, own_car(M, C) &not(washes_car(M, C)), Answer) 
which would compute the list of all exceptions to the given sentence. 
EPILOGUE 
Natural-language understanding methods based on cooperative processes and re- 
write rules have been described. Research on a specific NLUS using them and 
developed for Portuguese [5,6] showed that a small number of modifications and 
additions to its syntactic analyser were needed for English to be accepted 
instead- the present coverage of English is somewhat better than that of CHAT-80 
[131- 
Topics that will be soon under research are the improvement of the NLUS 
efficiency by replacing interleaving by concurrency (using Delta-PROLOG [lo]), 
and the development of the treatment of quantification in the semantic analyser (by 
defining a more complete set of general semantic rules). Other points are related to 
known goals of the computational linguistic community: anaphora resolution, text 
understanding, automatic translation, and so forth. 
The comments and criticism of Fernando Pereira and Luis Momz Pereira during the development of the 
ideas exposed above were most useful. The methods for semantic analysis are mainly due to Antonio 
Porto and to lively (and unforgettable) discussions with him. I would like to express my gratitude to the 
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